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Abstract

Actuation schemes exist that permit the joint manage�
ment of air and fuel �ow into the cylinders of a spark
ignition engine� With the exception of drive by wire
systems� to�date� the transient control aspects of these
schemes� collectively refered to here as secondary cylin�

der air �ow actuators� has not received any attention
from the control community� This paper takes a �rst
step in the analysis of the simultaneous dynamic control
of air fuel ratio and torque response using secondary
actuators placed before the intake ports of the cylin�
ders� when used in combination with standard fuel in�
jectors and primary throttle regulated by the driver�
The emphasis is on basic issues of designing a feedfor�
ward scheme to enhance actuator authority for feedback
control� and the fundamental multi�variable nature of
the feedback problem� Enhanced transient air�to�fuel
ratio performance improvement is shown to be possible
without sacri�cing engine torque response with respect
to a conventional engine� In addition� this is achieved
with overall higher manifold pressure� o�ering the pos�

sibility of reduced pumping losses in the engine� depend�
ing on the actual actuation scheme employed�

� Introduction�

Environmental regulations continue to drive research on
improved vehicle emissions and fuel economy� Achiev�
ing cleaner burning and more fuel�e�cient automobiles
without compromising drivability is a challenging task�
The engine management system has to satisfy rapid
driver commands for acceleration� In conventional en�
gines� the driver controls the amount of air inside the
intake manifold through a mechanical linkage between
the pedal and throttle mechanism� Rapid changes in
the throttle position strongly in�uence the cylinder air
charging process� mixture formation and transient per�
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formance of the engine �Manz� �		
�� The changes
in the air charge appear topologically as output dis�
turbances in the air�to�fuel ratio �A�F � control loop�
and ultimately a�ect the Three Way Catalyst �TWC�
e�ciency through A�F deviations from stoichiometry�
The control of the A�F around stoichiometry is usu�
ally based on regulating the fuel �ow to follow the air
�ow changes imposed by the driver� The associated
feedback control system� however� does not have su��
cient bandwidth to reject these disturbances due to the
long �transport delay in the induction�compression�
combustion�exhaust cycle� Current A�F control prac�
tice relies heavily on feedforward cancelation of the es�
timated air charge disturbance� which makes it vulner�
able to model uncertainties� For this reason� there has
been a considerable research e�ort in developing alter�
native sensing and actuating techniques that can im�
prove A�F control�
Various studies on A�F control can be roughly di�
vided into two categories� The work represented by
�Moraal� �		�� Hendricks et al�� �		�� and references
therein address the scarcity and nonlinearity of the con�
ventional sensor set� The emphasis in these studies
is on the reconstruction of signals available for feed�
back� and the accurate and robust knowledge of the
system states� The second category of studies addresses
new engine con�gurations� namely� the introduction of
new actuators that regulate the air �ow into the mani�
fold depending on the primary throttle �driver�s pedal�
movement� Developments in the area of drive�by�wire
�DBW� throttle systems �Emtage et al�� �		�� and elec�
tronic throttle control �ETC� �Chang et al�� �		�� Bidan
et al�� �		�� revive early investigations of combining air
control in addition to fuel control �Prabhakar et al��
�	��� to improve A�F control and reduce engine emis�
sions� Obviously� the additional actuators do not allevi�
ate the feedback limitation in the fuel loop� but provide
an additional degree of freedom to better manage the
tradeo� between fast torque response and tight A�F �
Although promising results have been shown in �Chang
et al�� �		�� Bidan et al�� �		�� and references therein�
the DBW system decouples the engine from the driver
and requires additional fail�safe mechanisms�
In view of these di�culties and in light of newly de�
veloped mechanisms that allow cylinder air �ow con�
trol for reduction of pumping losses �load control�� we
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investigate the potential ability of these secondary ac�
tuators to improve A�F control and� thus� contribute
in emission reduction� The best cylinder �ow control
functionality is achieved by a camless engine �Schecter
and Levin� �		��� Other studies �Tuttle� �	��� Ma�
�	��� have shown that intake valve closing can be used
to control engine torque and reduce pumping losses�
the latter is achieved by reducing the need to throt�
tle the air �ow through the primary throttle body� In
�Gray� �	���� supplementary valves in the inlet port
or manifolds are discussed as an alternative solution
to fully variable valve timing� In a recent experimen�
tal work �Vogel et al�� �		��� the authors compare the
pumping work of an engine equipped with secondary
valves with the theoretical pumping work of an ideal�
early�closing intake valve system�
The goal of this paper is to investigate if secondary ac�
tuators in the inlet port of the cylinders �Fig� �� can be
used in coordination with the fuel injectors to achieve
�i� tight A�F control� �ii� good tracking of torque de�
mand while maintaining conditions for low pumping
losses� We are going to investigate the feasibility of
the secondary actuators concept based on some pa�
per studies and simulations� without actual hardware
for experimental validation� Hence we use a simplistic
model for the secondary actuators� details will depend
on the eventual hardware implementation� Our work is
intended in part to identify whether any fundamental
di�culties exist with the secondary actuators concept
that would preclude further development� We also wish
to compare� to the extent possible� the potential per�
formance of the secondary actuators with respect to
other schemes� In fact� although our work identi�ed
issues that must be addressed in the use of secondary
cylinder air �ow actuators �i�e�� the actuator authority
in di�erent operating ranges�� the concept shows su��
cient promise to merit further development� Indeed ad�
ditional work on secondary actuators is ongoing �Kang
and Grizzle� �		�� Kang and Grizzle� �			��
For the control analysis and design� the engine model is
based on the initial work in �Crossley and Cook� �		��
and �Foss et al�� �	�	�� The engine model developed
in �Crossley and Cook� �		�� has been modi�ed to de�
scribe the e�ects of secondary actuators placed before
the intake ports of the cylinders� The secondary actu�
ators are modeled as a gain ��c� multiplying the con�
ventional mass air �ow into the cylinders� In the new
control scheme� the primary throttle is still regulated
by the driver� alleviating safety related problems� It
is assumed that a reliable and accurate torque mea�
surement is available� such as could be obtained from
an in�cylinder pressure sensor �Powell� �		�� or accu�
rate crankangle acceleration measurements �Srinivasan
et al�� �		
�� A linear EGO sensor for A�F measure�
ment is also supposed�
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Figure �� Schematic representation of ��cylinder engine
with secondary cylinder air �ow actuators�

The contributions of the analysis done here is the iden�
ti�cation of the di�erent control authority regions for
regulating the steady�state air �ow into the cylinders�
This result� although well known in the thermodynamic
community ��Heywood� �	���� pg� ����� has not been
previously addressed by control engineers�
The paper is organized as follows� De�nitions of the
variables and their units are provided in the next sec�
tion� An overview of the model is given in Section
�� Section � discusses the dynamics of the nonlin�
ear breathing process after the introduction of the sec�
ondary actuators� the nonlinear feedforward design of
the set points for the secondary actuators is discussed
in Section �� The relationship between the primary
throttle position and the torque set�point for the control
scheme is described in Section �� The linear feedback
design is discussed in Section �� Results and compar�
isons are given in Section �� Conclusions and future
work are discussed in Section 	�

� Nomenclature�

A�F air�fuel ratio
�m mass �ow� g�sec
N �ywheel speed� rad�sec
P pressure� bar
Tq shaft torque� Nm
Tb engine brake torque� Nm
� primary throttle angle� degrees
�c gain due to secondary actuators� uniteless �� � ��
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� Engine Model�

This section gives an overview of the nonlinear mathe�
matical representation of the engine model developed in
�Crossley and Cook� �		�� and �Foss et al�� �	�	�� and
the modi�cation used to describe the use of secondary
actuators� The model is a continuous�time nonlinear�
low�frequency� phenomenological model with uniform
pulse homogeneous charge� and lumped parameter ap�
proximation of breathing and rotational dynamics� The
nonlinear mathematical representation of the engine
model with secondary actuators is constructed� based
on physical engine characteristics� by modulating the
mass air �ow into the cylinders by a simple multipli�
cation with a signal ��c�� The signal ��c� takes values
from � �high modulation� to � �no modulation�� Fig�
ure 
 shows the block diagram of the engine model with
secondary actuators�
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Figure �� Engine model with secondary actuators�

Breathing process dynamics

The manifold was analyzed as a single control volume
with the throttle plate controlling mass air �ow into the
manifold� and the engine cylinders in combination with
the secondary actuators controlling mass air �ow out
of the manifold� Based on the �Filling and Emptying
Models described in �Heywood� �	���� the manifold
acts as a plenum� where the rate of change of the man�
ifold pressure �Pm� is proportional to the mass air �ow
rate into the manifold � �m�� minus the pumping mass
air �ow rate � �mcyl� into the cylinders� The manifold
dynamics are described by the following �rst order dif�

�In this model mass ow rate� manifold pressure� and torque
are represented by their average values over an engine event�

ferential equation �see �Powell and Cook� �	���� that
relates the rate of change of the manifold pressure �Pm�
to the �ow rates into and out of the manifold � �m� and
�mcyl� respectively�

d

dt
Pm � Km� �m� � �mcyl�� where Km �

R � Tm
Vm

�
���

Based on the nominal manifold temperature �Tm�� the
manifold volume �Vm�� and the speci�c gas constant
R � 
�� J�kgK� the constant Km was calculated to be
equal to ����� bar�g� This model is an engine event
averaged representation of the intake manifold �lling
dynamics� The dynamic manifold pressure obtained by
this model is not the instantaneous manifold pressure�
The mass air �ow rate into the manifold � �m�� through
the primary throttle body is a function of throttle angle
���� the upstream pressure �Po�� which we assume to be
the atmospheric� i�e�� Po � � bar� and the downstream
pressure� which is the manifold pressure �Pm�� When
the manifold pressure is less than half of atmospheric
pressure� i�e�� Pm�Po � ���� the �ow �m� through the
throttle body is described as sonic �ow and depends
only on the primary throttle position� The function
describing �m� in the two �ow regimes is given in �Novak�
�	��� and �Prabakhar� �	��� by �

�m� � f����g�Pm�
f���� � 
��
�� ����
���� ����
		�� � ���������

g�Pm� �

�
� if Pm � Po�

�
PO

p
PmPo � P �

m if Pm � Po�
�
�
�

The conventional engine pumping mass air �ow rate
� �mair� is a function of manifold pressure �Pm� and en�
gine speed �N � and is given in �Crossley and Cook�
�		�� by �

�mair � fair�N�Pm� � ������ � ����	�	NPm� ������NP �
m� �

The secondary actuators modulate the air �ow rate out
of the manifold and into the cylinders� so the mass air
�ow rate into the cylinders � �mcyl� is modeled by �

�mcyl � �c � �mair� ���

where� �c is indirectly related to the geometric charac�
teristics of an actuator that realizes secondary cylinder
�ow control in the intake port of the cylinder� This
model is intended to capture the average �ow rate of air
into the cylinder over an intake event� and not the in�
stantaneous� crank�angle by crank�angle� �ow rate� The
mass air �ow into the cylinders is in general express�
ible as �mcyl�t� � fcyl�pr�t�� N �t�� v�t��� where pr�t� is
the pressure ratio at the intake valve� and v�t� is the
physical actuator signal� Such an instantaneous �or
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crank�angle� dependent model would be unwieldy for
control design� and hence� we assume that a mean�
value approximation of the cylinder air �ow modu�
lation can be identi�ed via experimental data or via
averaging the response obtained by simulations of a
crank�angle based model �Ashhab et al�� �		�� Moraal
et al�� �		�� Moraal et al�� �		��� The mean�value
model can be de�ned with a nonlinear static map
�mcyl � f

cyl
�Pm� N� v�� or equivalently� with a nonlin�

ear gain �c � �c�Pm� N� v� that modulates the nominal
cylinder air �ow� �mair�Pm� N �� based on the equation
�mcyl�Pm� N� v� � �c�Pm� N� v� � �mair�Pm� N �� In this
work� the nonlinear gain �c is de�ned as the control
signal as shown in Eq� �� This model allows us to cap�
ture the mean value e�ect of a wide variety of devices
that allow modulation of cylinder air �ow such as sec�
ondary poppet or rotational valves� shutters� and vari�
able camshaft or valve timing�

Process delays

The discrete nature of the combustion process causes
delays in the signal paths� between the mass charge
formation and the torque generation there exists a de�
lay equal to the compression stroke duration� �T �� and
between the exhaust manifold and the exhaust gas oxy�
gen �EGO� sensor there exists a delay which equals �
times the intake event duration� ��T �� The event T is
calculated by T � ���

�N
sec�

Exhaust process dynamics

The dynamics of the exhaust manifold and the lin�
ear EGO sensor are modeled by a �rst order di�er�
ential equation with time constant �e � ���� sec and
� � ��
� sec� respectively�

Fuel path dynamics

The fuel puddling dynamics are important in accurate
transient A�F control ��Chang et al�� �		��� �Hendricks
et al�� �		��� and �Nishiyama et al�� �	�	��� In gen�
eral� it is di�cult to accurately model the fuel pud�
dling dynamics �Moraal� �		�� because the parameters
of the model depend strongly on the fuel characteristics�
air back�ow� and the temperature of the engine dur�
ing operation �Turin and Geering� �		��� The model
for the fuel puddling dynamics for a conventional injec�
tion�intake system is given in �Aquino� �	��� by

d
dt

�mfp�t� � � �
�f

�mfp�t� � � �mfi�t�
d
dt

�mf �t� � ��� �� �mfi�t� �
�
�f

�mfp�t�

where� �mfi � injected fuel �ow �Kg�sec� �
�mfp � fuel �lm mass �ow �Kg�sec� �
�mf � cylinder port fuel mass �ow �Kg�sec� �

and � � fraction of the injected fuel which is deposited on the manifold as fuel �lm�

���

We stress here that the secondary actuators a�ect the
characteristics of back�ow and temperature of the sur�

face where the fuel is injected� and thus the uncertainty
in the fuel path dynamics is an important consideration
in the control design phase� The nominal values of �
and �f are chosen from �Aquino� �	����

�mf �
���X��f s��

�f s�� �mfi� where

X � ��� � ���
�� � � ��� � ���

�� �� � �����
� � �� � angle in degrees of the primary throttle�
and �f � ��� sec� resulting in

�mf �
����
 � s� �

��� � s � �
�mfi� ���

Adequate transient A�F control during rapid changes
in the throttle position by the driver requires feedfor�
ward compensation of the fuel command since the in�
herent delay in the A�F feedback loop prohibits rapid
corrections through the feedback fuel command� The
feedforward fuel command is regulated on the basis
of the estimated cylinder air charge� The estimated
cylinder air charge is calculated based on the mass air
�ow measurement at the mass air �ow sensor �hot wire
anemometer positioned upstream of the throttle body��
and integrated during the intake event� The estimated
cylinder air charge is divided by ����� �nominal A�F �
to provide the feedforward fuel �ow command used in
the A�F loop� The dynamics of the air �ow meter
are modeled by a �rst order lag with a time constant
�h � ���� sec�

Torque generation

The torque generated by an engine depends on the igni�
tion of the cylinder charge� the mixture formation� and
engine speci�c physical parameters� Analytical curve
�tting techniques are applied to dynamometer�engine
experimental data in �Crossley and Cook� �		�� to es�
timate the steady�state brake torque generation given
by�

Tb � ������ � ��	���mcyl � 
��	�A�F � ����A�F �� ��
�
���
�N � ��������N�� �������N�� 
����mcyl � ��

where�
mcyl � mass air charge �g�intake event�� mcyl � �mcylT � �m
A�F � air�to�fuel ratio �
� � degrees of spark advance before top dead center�
N � engine speed �rad�sec� � and
me � exhaust gas recirculation �g�intake event��

For simplicity in this study� the above equation was
used with spark advance equal to �� degrees �� � ����
and exhaust gas recirculation equal to zero �me � ���

Rotational dynamics

A very simpli�ed model of the rotational dynamics is
used for the engine with the secondary actuators model�
The rotational motion of the engine crankshaft is given
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in terms of the engine and the vehicle moment of iner�
tia �J�� angular acceleration � �N in rad�sec��� and the
di�erence between the net torque generated by the en�
gine �Tb in Nm� and the load torque on the shaft �Tl in
Nm��

�T � Tb � Tl � �J

	

��
� �N� ���

The load torque in the shaft is calculated in �Foss et al��
�	�	� using experimental data� It can be represented as
a function of the drag due to the engine friction �cde��
the aerodynamic drag �cdv�� and the selected gear ratio
�gr� �

Tl � �cde � cdvgr�N� �

cdf � �������� drag due to the engine friction �Nm�sec�

rad�
��

cdv � ������ aerodynamic drag �Nm�sec�

rad�
�� and

gr � ���	� ��rd gear��
�	�

The total inertia is a combination of the engine iner�
tia �Je�� and the vehicle inertia re�ected through the
drivetrain� and is given by�

J � Je �mv�rwgr��
Nm�sec�

rad
where�

Je � engine inertia�
mv � vehicle mass
rw � wheel radius
gr � gear ratio

����

On the basis of vehicle data� Je � ���� Nm sec�

rad
� mv �

	
� kg� and rw � ��
� m were estimated�

� Nonlinear Breathing Process�

This section concentrates on the nonlinear dynamics of
the engine breathing process� The study of the breath�
ing process behavior is used to investigate and deter�
mine the operating regions where the secondary actu�
ators ��c� have control authority in regulating the air
charge into the cylinders� The air charge for every in�
take event is a function of the mass air �ow rate into the
cylinders and the engine speed� and it is directly related
to the torque produced throughout the power stroke�
Control over the transient and steady state values of
the mass air �ow is necessary to meet the objectives
of good torque tracking and maintaining the A�F at
stoichiometry� The signal �c must in�uence the static
and dynamic behavior of the manifold pressure� the air
�ow into the manifold through the primary throttle po�
sition� and the air �ow into the cylinders through the
secondary actuators�
For the basic model �without the secondary actuators��
the steady state operating point occurs at the inter�
section of the two trajectories of the mass air �ow

rates� This point is the nominal point shown in Fig�
�� The secondary actuators scale the engine pumping
rate � �mair� based on Eq� �� Figure � shows the new
trajectories of the air �ow rate into the cylinders and
the resulting new equilibria �set points in Fig� �� for
the breathing process� For su�ciently large �c � �� the
steady state value of the mass air �ow into the cylinder
�mcyl is adjusted by causing the new equilibrium to shift
from the sonic �ow regime to the subsonic region� A
closer investigation of the two regimes illustrates their
signi�cance in the new control scheme�
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Figure �� Trajectories of the air �ow into the manifold � �m�

for � � ��	 and the air �ow out of the manifold
� �mcyl	 for several values of secondary actuators
��c	� Engine speed is 
xed N � ��� rad�sec�

When the �ow through the primary throttle body is
sonic and therefore does not depend on the manifold
pressure� engine operation is in the �at region of �m�

in Fig� �� Small changes in �c cause no change in the
steady state value of the mass air �ow in and out of
the manifold� For this reason� when the model of the
breathing process is linearized� the secondary actuators
have zero control authority on regulating the steady
state mass air �ow into the cylinders� This can be
shown by the following transfer function between the
control signal ��c and the mass air �ow into the cylin�
der � �mcyl �see Fig� �� �

� �mcyl�s�

��c�s�
�

�

� � kmk�
s

�
s

s � kmk�
� ����

The DC gain of the above transfer function is clearly
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zero� The usual technique of incorporating an integra�
tor to regulate the steady state mass air �ow into the
cylinders cannot be used here� since the transfer func�
tion has a zero at the origin that cancels the integrator
pole� It is also instructive to see this on a block dia�
gram level� Figure � shows the linear dynamics of the
breathing process for sonic �ow after the introduction of
the secondary actuators� Note that the integrator loop�
which is an intrinsic part of the manifold dynamics in
sonic �ow� rejects the signal �c in steady state� Thus�
the control signal ��c cannot adjust the air charge into
the cylinder by �smoothing the e�ect of rapid throttle
changes� Consequently� in sonic �ow� the control com�
mand ��c has zero control authority on the A�F and
the steady state value of the engine torque�
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cess�

In the case where the �ow is subsonic� i�e�� Pm�Po � ����
the air �ow into the manifold depends on the primary
throttle position and on the manifoldpressure� thus� the
linear model of the engine breathing process is di�erent
from the above� and the application of multivariable
integral control is possible� The slope of the function
that describes �m� �see Fig� �� indicates the control
authority of its operating point� It is clear now that the
control authority of the secondary actuators around the
set�point 
 in Fig� � is preferable to that around the set�
point �� Around set�point 
� the secondary actuators
can be used to �smooth the abrupt changes of air �ow
by regulating the air �ow rate into the cylinders at a
slower rate�
In conclusion� a nonlinear feedforward design of the �c
set�points that allows operation in the subsonic �ow
regime� where the secondary actuators have maximal
control authority� is necessary� This map will provide
the steady state position of the new control variables�

� Feedforward Control Design�

The natural nominal position of the secondary actua�
tors is wide open� i�e�� �c � �� However� recall from
Section �� that under these conditions the secondary
actuators often have zero control authority in adjust�
ing the steady state value of the mass air �ow into the
cylinders� A solution that uses a control signal ��c��
which consists of a nonlinear feedforward term ��cfw �
plus a feedback term ��cfb � is proposed� The feedfor�
ward design ensures that the secondary actuators have
control authority over the steady�state value of cylinder
�ow over all possible engine conditions�
The nonlinear feedforward term ��cfw � is designed to
satisfy the following three conditions� �i� it is a smooth
and non�decreasing function of the primary throttle
position ��� and the engine speed �N �� i�e�� �cfw �
�cfw ���N �� �ii� the engine should deliver its maximum
power output when operated at or close to wide open
throttle �WOT�� and �iii� maximal control authority
should be available without sacri�cing combustion sta�
bility and performance� To achieve these objectives over
a wide range of engine operating conditions� one should
consider the e�ects of combustion stability� thermody�
namic performance indices and idle operating condi�
tions� Also� as discussed previously� depending on the
actuation scheme� the higher manifold pressure associ�
ated with the secondary actuators may result in higher
volumetric e�ciency� Presently such an extended anal�
ysis has not been completed� Based only on a control
authority analysis� the following map has been devel�
oped for all engine speeds �see Fig� ���

�cfw �

����
���

����
������� ����
� � � � ����
� � ���	 � �� � 
����� � ���

�� � ����
�
 ��

�

The reasoning behind this map is brie�y explained�
First� usual driving conditions in urban areas corre�
spond to partly open primary throttle ��� interrupted
by rapid requests for acceleration and deceleration
�which are the main causes of A�F excursion�� At
partly open throttle� the maximum power of the en�
gine is not required and hence �cfw � � is accept�
able� In addition� �cfw has been adjusted to ensure
that the breathing process is operating near set�point 

in Fig� �� When the primary throttle is at or near
WOT� the secondary actuators must smoothly operate
close to the wide open position to ensure that maxi�
mum engine output can be achieved� Under WOT con�
ditions� Pm�Po � �� Therefore� the secondary actu�
ators are operating in the maximal control authority
region� however� they have freedom of movement only
towards one direction� The secondary actuators can
reduce the steady�state cylinder air �ow rate and reg�
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Figure �� Static feedforward nonlinear term of the sec�
ondary actuators control signal ��c	�

ulate the transient cylinder air �ow rate during accel�
eration to cause lower A�F excursions� On the other
hand� not much can be done when the driver closes the
primary throttle� the secondary actuators cannot open
further �� � �c � �� to �smooth the abrupt decrease
of the air �ow into the manifold by providing additional
air� Finally� when the primary throttle is nearly closed�
there is a minimum position for the secondary actua�
tors below which combustion stability issues have to be
addressed at di�erent engine speeds� These issues will
have to be addressed when a particular actuator has
been selected� and� then� on a case�to�case basis�
The nonlinear feedforward scheme derived in this sec�
tion clearly indicates the control authority problems
that have to be surpassed in a system utilizing primary
and secondary actuators to the engine �ow� The contri�
bution of the additional actuator to the overall vehicle
performance needs further investigation� A thermody�
namic evaluation is needed to determine the interaction
of the new control variables with the various engine per�
formance indices� An initial assessment of the in�uence
of the suggested feedforward scheme shows that the
feedforward term is bene�cial to the manifold dynam�
ics� The engine operates at Pm�Po � ��	� i�e�� manifold
almost fully charged� which causes considerably faster
manifold �lling dynamics during part throttle driving�
This can be seen by evaluating the time constant of
the breathing dynamics at several operating points �see
Fig� ��� Achieving fast quasi�steady conditions close to

atmospheric pressure in the intake manifold can elim�
inate wide variation in the time constant of the fuel
puddling dynamics� A reduction of the pumping losses
is also expected due to the low manifold vacuum� how�
ever the additional complication in the intake system
of the engine might decrease the volumetric e�ciency�
Further investigation of all the above issues will deter�
mine the e�ect of the new control scheme on fuel econ�
omy� Our results on the A�F control of a system with
a primary throttle and secondary actuators will be in�
strumental to such an experimental e�ort� For control
purposes� usage of the feedforward term shown in Fig� �
makes linearization fruitful and allows local linear feed�
back design� To elaborate on this point� the feedfor�
ward term ensures engine operation at low vacuum for
most operating conditions� thus reducing the number of
speed�load points that need to be included in the gain
scheduling of the linear controllers�

� Demand Map�

In the engine with the secondary actuators� the input
is the primary throttle position �driver�s command�� It
is measured but not controlled� The torque set�point
�Tdes� is calculated from the primary throttle position
��� and the engine speed �N � measurements� This re�
quires a demand map� similar to the one used in DBW
schemes �Emtage et al�� �		��� to determine the torque
set�point for any throttle position and engine speed�
This map is a nonlinear and well�de�ned map� i�e��
torque has a unique value for speci�c throttle position
and engine speed� For the purposes of this study� the
demand map was generated by simulating the model of
the conventional engine �without the secondary actua�
tors� for di�erent throttle positions and gear ratios� and
recording the corresponding steady�state torque and en�
gine speed response� The torque from the demand map
will be used as the desired torque when the torque error
is calculated to adjust the control signals�

� Feedback Control Design�

This section serves as an assessment of the potential of
the secondary cylinder air �ow actuators in A�F con�
trol� To establish a reference for their potential ability
to regulate A�F � we provide simple control designs of
the same engine with currently used actuators� The
A�F closed�loop response of the engine with the sec�
ondary actuators ��c�scheme� is compared to �i� the
conventional� A�F closed�loop response �Fc�scheme��

�This scheme is called conventional because only the fuel
command is used to control A�F to stoichiometry during rapid
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and �ii� to the A�F closed�loop response of an engine
equipped with electronic throttle �DBW�scheme�� The
comparison is based on simulation results using the non�
linear dynamic model described in Section �� In this
section� three linear multivariable controllers are de�
signed for the three di�erent schemes�
The main objective of the three control designs is to
minimizeA�F excursions during rapid changes in throt�
tle pedal position� with zero steady state error� This
is achieved with integral control� by augmenting the
states of the system with the integral of A�F error�
A secondary objective for the closed�loop performance
of the engine with the secondary actuators� as well
as the engine with the electronic throttle� is to main�
tain good torque response during transients� Good
torque response amounts to �i� maintaining similarity
of the rate of torque change in the �rst phase of the
acceleration�deceleration with the conventional engine
torque response� �ii� avoiding torque hesitation during
the acceleration phase� and �iii� achieving the desired
torque response in steady�state� This latter objective
is accomplished with the introduction of the integral of
torque error in the control design of the engine with
the secondary actuators ��c�scheme�� and in the control
design of the engine with the electronic throttle �DBW�
scheme�� Ensuring that the �c and DBW schemes have
torque response similar to the conventional engine is
an important objective and cannot be ignored� since
the two schemes can �decouple the driver from the
engine �in particular� from the cylinders�� Without
a torque objective� these control schemes would try
to �lter any rapid changes in air charge �lowpass the
disturbance� to minimize A�F excursions causing very
slow engine torque response� Thus� designing the two
schemes based on A�F regulation only will cause unac�
ceptable drivability�
The three schemes can be summarized as �

Fc	scheme � During acceleration�deceleration�
the driver changes the primary throttle position
���� and fuel command is used to minimize A�F
excursions caused by the rapid changes in the
throttle position� The fuel regulation is based on
A�F � torque� and throttle position measurements
�multiple�input single�output controller� MISO
controller�� The A�F is measured using a linear
EGO sensor�

�c	scheme � As above� the driver controls the pri�
mary throttle position ���� and the controller reg�
ulates secondary actuators ��c� and fuel command
�Fc� to minimize A�F excursions and maintain

changes in throttle position� In the other two schemes ��non�
conventional�� fuel and air ow are jointly managed to maintain
stoichiometry� Although the Fc�scheme is called �conventional�
A�F control� neither the control strategy nor the measurements
used are as in a conventional commercial vehicle�

good torque response� The control signal is cal�
culated based on the nonlinear feedforward term
and the linear feedback term ��c � �cfw � �cfb ��
The same measurements are used as above� i�e��
A�F � torque� and throttle position measurements�

DBW	scheme � In this scheme� the driver con�
trols the pedal position� and the controller regu�
lates the throttle position ��e�� and the fuel com�
mand �Fc� to precisely control A�F and track the
torque demand �Tdes�� The measurements used
in this scheme are identical to the ones used in
the previous schemes�

The control structure of the three di�erent schemes is
schematically shown in Fig� ��
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Figure �� Schematic representation of the three control
schemes�

In each case� we designed a linear multivariable feed�
back controller using LQG�LTR methodology� For the
engine equipped with secondary actuators and the en�
gine equipped with electronic throttle� we �rst aug�
mented integrators to the A�F and torque outputs to
guarantee zero steady state error� Appendices A and
C describe the linear feedback controller for the engine
with secondary actuators and the engine with electronic
throttle respectively� For the engine with conventional
A�F control� we only augmented an integrator to the
A�F output� The feedback control design is given in
Appendix B�
The engine model was linearized about an operating
point that lies in the acceleration curve of the engine�
and third gear was used in the powertrain rotational
dynamics� The nominal primary throttle position used
was � � 
�o� and the nominal set�point for the sec�
ondary actuators was ��� open� resulting in manifold
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pressure Pm � ��	� bar� The air �ow into the cylin�
ders was ���� g�sec at ���� RPM producing ���� Nm
of torque� The same amount of torque is produced by
the conventional engine at a primary throttle position
of � � ����o� with a manifold pressure of ���� bar� Note
that the operating point that corresponds to � � ����o

and �c � ���� open �conventional operation� falls into
the low control authority region explained in Section ��
For consistency in the comparisons� we designed all
three controllers to achieve the best possible closed�
loop response of A�Fexh to an output A�F disturbance�
However� since the control loop structures �topologies�
are so distinct� we cannot expect similar transient per�
formance� For example� in the Fc�scheme the torque re�
sponse cannot be modi�ed signi�cantly� whereas� in the
DBW�scheme the torque response can be greatly mod�
i�ed and air��ow disturbances from the throttle to the
A�F loop can be attenuated� Similarly to the DBW�
scheme� the �c�scheme o�ers the potential advantages
of having control authority over the air charge� and thus
being able to coordinate both A�F and torque via in�
dependent air charge and fuel actuation� In the DBW�
scheme� the throttle to torque �� � Tq� response is
speci�ed based on the DBW�actuator time constant�
which is considerably larger than the expected time
constant of the secondary actuators used in the �c�
scheme �we assume that the actuators that can realize
secondary cylinder air �ow control have to be crank�
angle based mechanisms� hence very fast�� Simulation
results for the three control schemes are shown in the
next section to illustrate their relative performance� A
more in�depth discussion of the underlying mechanisms
which determine the key features of their performance
is also provided�
Robustness of the three control designs to actuator un�
certainty is an important issue of the feasibility of the
di�erent control con�gurations� The engine model used
in the design of the multivariable controller includes nei�
ther the �c actuator dynamics nor the electronic throttle
actuator dynamics� Furthermore� there is a great level
of uncertainty in the fuel puddling dynamics� At this
preliminary stage� we do not have su�cient information
to merit a comprehensive robustness analysis�synthesis
procedure� The LQG�LTR methodology we use has
been studied extensively for its robustness properties
with respect to such uncertainty �Zhang and Freuden�
berg� �		��� For the purposes of this paper� we tested
robustness simply by studying performance degradation
with some additional dynamics inserted into the loop�
Additional robustness studies would of course have to
be performed as the model is developed further�


 Simulation Example�

The purpose of this section is to illustrate some of the
properties of the closed�loop system using the secondary
actuators� and compare them with the conventional and
drive by wire systems� Our purpose is to show that
secondary actuators can yield potentially favorable re�
sponse when compared to the other schemes� A com�
plete study of the relative merit of the di�erent engine
con�gurations is beyond the scope of this paper�
Figure � is a simulation of the nominal response of the
�c�scheme and the Fc�scheme for a ��� step change in
primary throttle position� which corresponds to ���
step change in torque demand� The �c�scheme has
������ A�F excursion and essentially zero A�F and
torque error after �� intake events� A dynamic model of
the catalytic converter is needed to evaluate the e�ects
of these A�F excursions to tailpipe emissions� The dy�
namic catalytic converter response depends on the am�
plitude and the frequency of the A�F excursions� and
a control oriented model of this behavior was not avail�
able when this work was done� The integrated absolute
error of A�F during a rapid throttle movement can be
used� however� as a measurement of engine emissions
during that period� The integrated error of A�F for
the Fc�scheme is �����
 and for the �c�scheme is ������
showing a ��� reduction in integrated A�F error� Also�
the engine reaches the speci�ed torque faster than in
the Fc�scheme� improving drivability signi�cantly� Note
that the conventional fuel pulse width duration control
cannot a�ect the torque performance of the engine�
It is important to note here that the �c�based MIMO
controller allows simultaneous improvement of both Tq
and A�F response� even�though it is well known that
there is an inherent tradeo� between fast torque re�
sponse and small A�F ratio� It is also true that the
secondary actuators cannot eliminate this tradeo� be�
cause the addition of actuators cannot change the lim�
itation due to the long delay in the fuel feedback loop�
It is known that multivariable controllers can achieve
di�erent tradeo�s between interacting loops� This is
explained in the context of a related automotive appli�
cation in �Stefanopoulou et al�� �		�� Stefanopoulou et
al�� �			�� In particular� the �c MIMO controller uses
the additional degree of freedom that the cross�coupling
mechanisms provide to better cancel the disturbance
from the air loop to the fuel loop�
The simulation in Fig� � shows the closed loop torque
and A�F performance for the �c�scheme and the DBW�
scheme� Both responses are well within the high�
e�ciency window of the catalyst� though the absence
of the lean spike in the A�F in tip�in conditions in
the DBW�scheme is immediately noticeable� In DBW
throttle systems� the engine is decoupled from the
disturbances caused by the rapid throttle movements
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Figure �� Simulation of the �c�scheme and Fc�scheme�

which are imposed by the driver due to the slow DBW�
actuator� This isolated the high bandwidth torque de�
mands resulting in smooth A�F control� To maintain
the same good A�F results with secondary actuators
would require a smoother �slower� torque response in
the engine which can be achieved by detuning the air
loop� The correct tradeo� between A�F and drivability
can be de�ned only after a rigorous study of the emis�
sions for an FTP cycle and the driver�s feel� We include
here the simulations in Fig� � as a point of reference in
a future comprehensive comparison�
The performance of the �c�scheme was also tested un�
der uncertainty in the fuel puddling dynamics due to its
importance in accurate transient A�F control� Figure 	
shows the torque and A�F response of the above control
schemes using a time constant of ��
 sec in the puddling
dynamics �see Section � for the nominal value�� The
simulation results show a limited performance degrada�
tion of the closed loops� however the �c�scheme main�
tains the improvement of the torque response better
than the other two methods� The same comparative
results between the Fc�scheme and the �c�scheme are
present� integrated A�F error in Fc�scheme is �������
and in �c�scheme is ������� The A�F response of the
DBW�scheme slightly degrades and the A�F integrated
error is ������� Therefore� the �c�scheme maintains
emissions results comparable to the DBW�scheme�
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� Conclusions�

In this paper� an existing nonlinear dynamical engine
model was modi�ed to include the e�ects on perfor�
mance of secondary actuators placed before the intake
ports of the cylinders� It was shown that di�erent oper�
ating regions yield di�erent levels of control authority
for regulating the steady�state air �ow into the cylin�
ders� This result� although well known in the thermody�
namic community� has not been acknowledged by con�
trol engineers� It represents an important consideration
in designing cylinder air �ow control schemes when the
primary throttle is regulated by the driver �throttled
operation��
The analysis carried out here emphasized global �non�
linear� issues in the design of the feedforward portion
of the controller� in order to improve actuator author�
ity for the ensuing feedback design� and to exploit the
physics of the manifold �lling dynamics for potential
fuel economy gains� The feedback design then focused
on a single operating point� in order to determine the
potential dynamic bene�ts of the joint management of
air and fuel at �or near� the intake valve level� it was
shown to promise enhanced drivability and air�to�fuel
ratio control� The secondary actuators may thus pro�
vide an alternative solution to electronic throttles� A
global analysis of the feedback design problem is a sub�
ject of ongoing research�
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Appendix

A Feedback Control Design using Secondary

Actuators

The engine model with the secondary actuators is lin�
earized at throttle position equal to 
� degrees� sec�
ondary actuators equal to ��� open� engine speed equal
at ���� rpm� The state variables of the linearized model
are manifold pressure� A�F at the EGO sensor� mass
air �ow� angular velocity� fuel puddle� and states as�
sociated with second order Pad�e approximation of the
delays in the processes and signals� The state space rep�
resentation of the linearized model of the engine with
the secondary actuators is given by �

�x�t� � Ax�t� �Bu�t� � Brr�t� ��
�

y�t� � Cx�t�

where u �

�
�c �sec� actuators�
Fc �fuel command�

�
� r � � �primary throttle��

and y �

�
Tb �torque meas��

A�Fexh �meas� at the EGO sensor�

�
�

where� matrices A� B� Br � and C are given below�

A �

�
��������	

������ ������ � � � ������ �
����� ���� �����
� � � � �

������ � ��	��� � � � �
� � � ������ � � �

������� � ���	
 � ������ � �
� � ���� � ���
� ������ �
� � � � � � ���	�
� � � � � � �������
� � � ������ � � �
�� �� �� �� �� �� ��
� � � � ��	� � �

B� �

h
� �	���
	 �������� � � �����e� �� � � � � �
� � � � � ����	�e� �� � � � � �

i
B�

r �

� ������ ������ � ������ ������� � � � �

�
�

C �

h
������� ������ � � � ����
� � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � ��	 �

i
�

During changes in throttle position� it is important
to maintain A�F at stoichiometry and maintain zero
tracking error in the torque response� This is ac�
complished by augmenting the state vector with the
integral of the error in the A�F response � �q� �
A�Fexh � A�Fstoic�� and the integral of the error in
the torque response � �q� � Tbm � Tbdes�� The in�
put and state vector are augmented as follows�  r� �

p� �





� Tbdes A�Fstoic

�
� and  x� �


x� q�

�
� The resulting

augmented system is �

�
�x
�q

�
� �z �

��x

�

�
A �
C �

�
� �z �

�A

�
x
q
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�x
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�
B
�
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�
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The controller feedback gains in u � �K x �
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is found by solving the LQR prob�
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For the complete LQG�LTR controller design� one
needs to estimate the states �x� using a Kalman �l�
ter� The real symmetric positive semi�de�nite matrix
representing the intensities of the state noises Qxx� and
the real symmetric positive de�nite matrix represent�
ing the intensities of the measurement noises Qyy were
assumed diagonal� Loop transfer recovery in the input
was employed and the resulting observer gain is given
below�
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B Fuel Feedback Control Design

The control structure of the conventional fuel control
con�guration is shown in Section �� The engine model
described in Section � without the secondary actuators
was used� The model is linearized at throttle position
equal to ���� degrees� and engine speed equal to ����
rpm� The state space representation of the linearized
model is given by�

�x�t� � Ax�t� �Bu�t� � Brr�t� ����

y�t� � cx�t�

where u �Fc �fuel command�� r � � �primary throttle�� and

y �A�Fexh �meas� at the EGO sensor��

The matrices A� B� Br � and C used in the open loop
system are given below�
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The control objective in the conventional engine �A�F
control is based on regulating the fuel �ow� is to main�
tain A�F at stoichiometry during changes in pedal po�
sition� For this reason� we used integral control� and
the augmented the input and state vector are given by
�  r� �


� A�Fstoic
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� and  x� �


x� q
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augmented system is ��
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The gains of the designed LQR controller are given be�
low�

K� �

� � �����
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k� � ������� and the gain of the designed observer is�
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C Feedback Control Design using Electronic

Throttle�

In an engine equipped with a electronic throttle� the
driver controls the accelerator pedal position� but the
actual throttle position that regulates the air �ow into
the manifold is electronically controlled� The engine
model described in Section � is modi�ed to include the
new control command� and linearized at throttle posi�
tion equal to ���� degrees� engine speed equal at ����
rpm� The state space representation of the linearized
model is given by �

�x�t� � Ax�t� �Bu�t�

y�t� � Cx�t�
����

where u �

�
�e �electr� thr� command�

Fc �fuel command�

�
� and

����

y �

�
Tb �torque measurement�

A�Fexh �meas� at the EGO sensor�

�
�

����

p� ��



The matrices A� B� Br � and C are given below�
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Changes in the accelerator pedal position imposed by
the driver represent changes in the demanded torque�
For an electronically throttled engine� the driver is dis�
connected from the engine� and does not cause �distur�
bances in the A�F loop� However� good engine torque
response must be maintained to satisfy drivability re�
quirements� Zero steady state torque error is accom�
plished by augmenting the states with the integral of
the error in the torque response� In this control scheme�
A�F control is limited only by sensor�actuator limita�
tions and uncertainties in the modeling� The control
design followed is similar to the earlier design in Ap�
pendix A� The controller feedback gains and the ob�
server gain L are given below�
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